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Summary

Polluted land areas are large in all parts of the world. These places are a danger for
humans both directly, as well as indirectly by the vegetables that are used as animal
food. Therefore large areas are unsuitable for the production of agricultural food.
Especially in the developing countries, where a lot of people are undernourished, there
are not enough places for agriculture. To realize and to optimize the processes of cleanup of polluted lands it is more efficient to use a decision-support system. The human
potential of experts alone is not sufficient to prepare for decisions thoroughly. Therefore
it is necessary to develop a decision-support system by utilizing the possibilities of
modern computer hardware and software.
1. Introduction
In the countries with a high level of industrial production there exists a large area of
polluted lands. That makes sense to most people. But in the so-called developing
countries a large area of polluted lands exists, too. The problem is that the people in the
developing countries do not have such a good environmental awareness and often they
have no knowledge about hazards of materials. Also in the developing areas a lot of
military action has taken place with a lot of production and storage of chemical hazard
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material. Also the armaments consist of a lot of hazard substances. Also the waste of
man and domestics animals are frequently stored in nearby flat regions or used as
fertilizer for agriculture production.
2. Questions on Cleanup Strategy
Polluted land is a very complex topic. In a multitude of cases the land can be
contaminated by a wide range of substances. The direct effect on the people is the
criteria for the danger of the pollution, but the pollution route through the food chain
also plays an important role. In this case, the buildup of pollution concentration is the
biggest problem.
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In the follow article we will concentrate on contaminated sites and landfill deposits and
the routes of pollution in soil and groundwater.
The danger substances existing at the surface or in the soil or groundwater zone varies
more by different processes at work, such as dispersion or convection. However,
cleanup of polluted lands is possible by removing contaminants, converting dangerous
substances into non-dangerous substances or by removal of the substances.
Taking into consideration the importance for regional planning, the following specific
aspects have been investigated:





human health;
water (groundwater and surface water);
legally defined protection zone (ecosystems);
material goods.

To assess the hazard situation it is needed to create a model. The model’s aim is to make
a complicated state of affairs understandable and provide scientific substance to a longterm legal framework. The model includes these stages:



tracing those areas from which danger arises, and evaluating the hazard
situation;
setting priorities for the respective hazard situation.

By these means it is possible to gain support for a clearance framework plan arising
from a series of individual measures. By setting priorities, individual measures can be
carried out as mosaic pieces, without departing from the overall concept. This process is
divided into the following individual stages:






derivation of hazard classes;
classification of the hazard classes;
weighting the hazard classes according to the toxicity of the substances present;
setting priorities, taking into consideration the importance of the medium to be
protected;
grading the priorities, depending on the amount of pollutant.
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The determination of the hazard situation first rules out those areas or properties, from
which we can assume (with a high degree of probability) that no danger will arise for
the environment. As a rule, an environmental danger situation, and any protection and
cleanup that might be necessary, depends on a standard value being exceeded. With
concentrations of substances in the soil which can only be evaluated using the Dutch
list, a test can be made in individual cases to discover which level of pollution above the
C-value can be tolerated.
With suspect objects or areas or in those cases where the test value has been exceeded, a
test can also be made on the basis of further criteria to assess the level of danger.
To determine the measures to be taken, the danger to the environment is categorized
into four levels:
Contact medium highly contaminated by pollutant; the danger limit has been
exceeded; a dangerous exposure of the environmental medium has already
occurred.
Contact medium contaminated by pollutant; the danger limit has not been
exceeded; exposure of the environmental medium can be shown to have already
occurred.
Pollutant shown to exist in the contact medium but not on the transport path; an
exposure of the environmental medium can be envisaged.
No proof of contamination by pollutant either on the transport path or in the
contact medium; a potential for exposure of the environmental medium exists.
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The degree of danger is divided into the hazard classes A, B, and C, with A representing
the highest danger level. It comprises stages 1 and 2 on the above scale, as the pollutants
are already present in the environmental medium. Class B corresponds to stage 3 and
Class C to stage 4.
With regards to the safety of the hazard records, the probability of damage arising at the
environmental medium is the decisive factor. Due to the complicated relationships
involved in the estimation of hazard situations, and in many cases due to a lack of proof
of the conditions, this can only be given with difficulty. Generally, the hazard classes as
drawn up (depending on the exposure of the environmental medium) can be assigned as
follows: The highest possible probability of damage exists in hazard class A. In hazard
class B, a danger to the environmental medium to be protected cannot be ruled out—
thus, there is a definite probability for pollutant entry. Hazard class C describes a
potential danger situation where the entry of danger to the environmental medium lies
between just likely and unlikely. We thus have the following order:




Hazard class A: Exposure of the environmental medium has occurred; the
chance of damage to the environmental medium is probable to very probable.
Hazard class B: Exposure of the environmental medium foreseeable; the chance
of damage to the environmental medium is between just possible and probable.
Hazard class C: Potential for exposure of the environmental medium; the chance
of damage to the environmental medium lies between improbable and just
possible.
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Priorities are set according to hazard classes A to C and on the basis of the importance
of the environmental medium to be protected. Because of the high emphasis given to
“human health” in the waste laws, a further differentiation has been made between two
levels of importance:



human health;
resource-managed water, material goods, and environmental media which are
legally obliged to be protected.

Thus, one ends up with these five measures for environmental protection. These
represent a rough guide to the urgency of measures.
In order to differentiate priorities at a further level, we adopt the criteria of :
pollutant toxicity;
amounts of pollutant that are released and which can spread.
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In setting hazard class priority, the pollutant toxicity potential has to be taken into
consideration. Depending on the likelihood of release, the amount of pollutant that can
contaminate the contact medium (water, soil, air) also has to be considered. Against this
background, the optimum priority can generally be given to waste dumps and deposits
on contaminated sites.
Toxicity is divided into three classes:




I extremely toxic;
II highly toxic;
III toxic.

The amount of pollutant is classified into four categories: “very high,” “high,”
“medium,” and “low.”
For the cleanup of polluted materials, different methods are used. Off-site methods
involve the removal of the polluted materials. On-site methods involve underground
treatment with such methods as pump-and-treat, in which an artificial groundwater flow
is produced and the plume with the hazard substances is extracted from the
groundwater. By filtering with activated carbon, UV-radiation, electronic beam,
stripping method or the like, the pollutant is removed from the water. The cleaned water
would normally be infiltrated back underground. In recent times a subsurface treatment
method has also been used, the so-called reactive systems (e.g. funnel and gate
systems). In this case, we have a self-regulation system that is self-supporting. These
systems are independent and permanently working systems without any energy influx.
They operate because of the natural groundwater flow: the plume is moved through the
gate that contains a chemical filtering system, e.g. iron substrate or organic materials,
depending on the pollutant which should be removed.
Historically, the first method of clean-up strategy was mostly adopted, but today the
method of natural and enhanced natural attenuation of pollution has come to the fore.
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The complexity and financial constraints necessitates the use of modern methods and
technologies.
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For deciding alternatives, the correct solution and the method of controlling the natural
remedial action, a very good knowledge about the processes in the soil and groundwater
zone is necessary. Figure 1 shows a scheme in which it is possible to determine and
control the processes in the soil and groundwater zone as part of a modern decisionsupport system.

Figure 1. Decision-support system for the clean-up of polluted land.

The database consists of historical and static data. Especially worth considering are the
space- dependent data. The data include conditional variables as well as parameters of
the soil. The parameters can be estimated by field or lab methods as well as by
identification. The conditional variables are obtained from the monitoring system. These
variables and the parameters in connection with the space relation are included in the
GIS (geographical information system). In the GIS the values are properties/attributes of
space points, usually indicated by so-called Gauss-Krueger-coordinates.
The knowledge base is assigned a lot of rules. In most countries laws, regulations and
instructions for clean-up technologies exist with environmental protection. The
labyrinth of rules restrict the clean-up technologies and at the same time highlight the
possibilities of contaminated site treatment. Also a lot of facts describing the danger of
the pollutant are usually provided. Often in the past such rules and facts were used alone
for the risk assessment of polluted lands. Today more and more this way has been
supplemented by a combination of a numerical database and knowledge base criteria.
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A lot of decision-support models exist with simple one-dimensional, one-phase, onesubstance situations without the means of conversion processes to the highest complex,
three-dimensional, multiphase, multi-compartment situations involving chemical
reaction and sorption processes.
For the simulation of the processes in the soil and groundwater zone a large range of
computer programs exist. Generally, the methods of the solution of partial differential
equations (PDE) are divided into different classes:
•
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•

by task:
• solution of the groundwater flow problems;
• solution of the transport of substances;
• solution of the inverse problems, the parameter identification;
by dimension (space and time):
• 1-, 2- and 3-D;
• stationary and instationary;
by water content:
• saturated;
• unsaturated zone;
by mathematical solution methods:
• analytical solution for the simple groundwater flow relations;
• numerical solutions, (FDM, FVM, FEM) for the more complex relations;
• statistical numerical solution (random-walk, particle-tracking) for the
simulation of pollution spreading.

•
•

Figure 2. Simulation methods for migration processes.
Figure 2 shows simulation methods for the migration processes. All computations place
results into special files such as:
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groundwater level;
volume quantity flowing through the boundary conditions;
concentration of substances;
identified parameters.
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The interface between the export of information and the data-processing system is the
simulation using visualization, optimization and interactive graphics routines. These can
be described as the user/programmer interface (UPI). Such tools are the basics of the
decision support system and the control and/or monitoring systems. See: Hazard classes
A,B,C, hazard situation, Dutch list, hazard class priorities, filtering, reactive systems,
self-regulation system, plume, Geographical Information System (GIS), Gauss-Krueger
Coordinates, PDE, groundwater flow problems, transport of substances, parameter
identification, stationary and instationary dimension, numerical solutions (FDM, FVM,
FEM), statistical numerical solution (random-walk, particle-tracking), simulation,
user/programmer interface (UPI).
-
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